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Abstract – A new approach to modeling behavior of
SDN-based networks is proposed in the paper. The main
feature of the proposed approach is the ability to modeling
boundary meanings of quality of service characteristics of
Software-Defined Networking, taking into account the
dynamic change network infrastructure and particular
services degradation and subsequent analysis of the results
based on mathematical apparatus of the theory of network
calculus. In accordance with the basic principles of network
calculus theory formed mathematical model of SoftwareDefined Networking infrastructure functioning, the analysis
of temporal parameters of the process of service delivery.
Examples of modeling the behavior of commutation element
of Software-Defined Networking, taking into account the
intensity of incoming requests, as well as various methods of
data transfer, with aggregation and without aggregation of
data flows, are also proposed in the paper.
Keywords – Network Behavior, Network Calculus Theory,
Latency, Performance, Software-Defined Networking,
Network Node.

I. INTRODUCTION

The network behavior is described as a system, the input
is the data that the sender injects into the network, and the
output is the data that arrives at the receiver. Such
approach can be used to calculate the worst quality of
service provision, or, conversely, to determine the
minimum requirements for network infrastructure
elements, which is an important practical task when
developing and improving control systems for SDN-based
networks.
Network calculus theory as a methodology for analyzing
performance has found wide application in the design and
implementation of network solutions supporting a
guaranteed level of quality of service, in particular, with
the support of the mechanisms IntServ or DiffServ [7, 8],
wireless sensor networks [9], networks operating on the
basis of Ethernet technology [10, 11], ATM technology,
etc.
In [12], the application of network calculus theory for
estimating the latency indices in SDN was proposed, but
only a particular case of the presence of only one Open
Flow switch is covered. In work [13] the elements of the
theory of network calculus are used in modeling the
process of functioning of the SDN controller and the
subsequent analysis of its performance, however, the study
is limited to a controller-switch type interaction.

Analysis of mechanisms of services provision in
Software-Defined Networking (SDN) showed that the
issues of guaranteed quality of service (QoS) of user data
flows given insufficient consideration: in the existing
II. AN APPLICATION OF NETWORK CALCULUS
specifications and recommendations described functional
THEORY FOR MODELING SDN-BASED
criteria interaction methods SDN elements and operations
between them [1-3]. At that time, as the non-functional
NETWORKS
requirements for the network, methods for supporting
quality of service and provide the required service
The Software-Defined Networking is represented by a
performance levels are not precisely defined. Due to this two-level architecture: the access level, which is
situation, the task of analysis and evaluation of the correct characterized by the parameters of the switch and the level
formation of non-functional requirements, including of control that is characterized by the parameters of the
dynamically changing the QoS parameters, in a SDN- controller. Its main feature is the formation of aggregated
based networks is important.
data flows. Aggregation is carried out in accordance with
As a method of estimating the dynamic state change of the value of the ToS field of incoming traffic [17].
SDN-based networks infrastructure that affect to the
Aggregation of data flows is performed both on
resulting quality indicators, the network theory proposed OpenFlow switches and on intermediate devices of the
to use estimates (network calculus) [4-7]. The basis of this network - FlowVisor. Both the FlowVisor and the switch
theory is the idea of forming deterministic estimates of perform a list of possible actions only based on the control
quality indicators by analyzing the boundary scenarios for messages received from the controller. The block diagram
the functioning of individual network fragments and of the SDN fragment (controller-commutator interaction)
combining these scenarios with each other.
is shown in Figure 1.
The network calculus theory allows formalizing the time
The model of SDN-based network in accordance with
dependencies of the processing of an aggregated data the fundamentals of network calculus theory includes the
stream in the case of the composition of several elements, next basic types of elements:
which is difficult to achieve by using other methods. The 1. Handler nodes. Such type of nodes include OpenFlow
one of the main advantages of network calculus is that the
switches and SDN controllers [14]. The specification
theory allows to operate both exact values of network
of the processing node generates such characteristics as
characteristics, and to determine their threshold values [4the maximum total processing speed of the data flow R,
6].
the average processing speed of the individual flow ri ,
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the volume of the input buffer q, and the service
discipline Q.
The output of the handler node P(t) is estimated using
the service curve b(t) and the send function D(t) [15].
A main feature of the model of SDN-based network is
that the handler node can be represented by one physical
network device (switch) or their combination (switchcontroller-switch is an incremental function that
determines the deviation of the current volume of
processed data from the amount of data processed by the
processing node for the previous time point the provision
of services.

Fig. 1. Structural scheme of SDN-based network
(aggregation of data flows)
2. Data flows. The data flows can be either a micro flow
[4] formed during the interaction of the consumer node
and the handler node or the aggregated flow [6],
usually formed during the interaction between the
handler nodes. For each type of flow, a specific load
curve ( t ) [4, 7]. When forming the load curve, the
following characteristics are taken into account: the
peak data arrival rate p, the change in the flux intensity
b, the maximum data packet size M, and the average
data flow rate averaged for each flow.
The set (p, r, M, b) forms the specification of the TSPEC data stream [15]. Thus, the load curve is always
defined and can be represented by an expression of the
form  ( t )  min( M  pt,rt  b ) .
When modeling handlers and data streams in the theory
of network calculus, memory functions and curves are
used that express the total amount of information
transferred or processed by the simulated elements from
the moment of origin [4, 8]. Below is a detailed
presentation of the elements of the theory of network
calculus that are used in the SDN-based network elements
modeling process [16].
The arrival curve is an incremental function that
characterizes the current value of the amount of incoming
data at a specific time point to the handler node [4]. The
load curve can be constructed "piecewise" in accordance
with the allocated time intervals:

 (  )  R( ti )  R( t ) ,

(1)

where R( ti ) is the amount of data arriving at the handler
node at the time point ti , R( t ) is the amount of data

Service curve  (  ) is an incremental function that
determines the deviation of the current volume of
processed data from the amount of data processed by the
processing node for the previous time point [4]:

 (  )  R'  ( ti )  R'  ( t ) ,

(2)

where R'  ( ti ) is the amount of data processed by the

handler node at the time ti , R'   ( t ) is the amount of data
processed by the handler node at the time t .
The arrival function of data flow is an accumulation
function A(t), which describes the dependence of the total
amount of data received by A(t) on the processing node at
certain points in time [15].
The function of sending a data flow is an accumulation
function D(t), which describes the dependence of the total
amount of data processed by the handler at certain points
in time.
The performance of each handler node can be modeled
by the number of pairs of the form   (  ),  (  )  and

 A( t ),D( t )  . In this case, the value obtained from the
pair   (  ),  (  )  is a boundary value. The value
  (  ),  (  )  takes into account the worst or the best
value of network performance, the value  A( t ),D( t )  is
determines actual latency and average latency at a certain
point in time.
Backlog b(t) is the dependence of the amount of data
stored on the processing node N that belong to one thread
from time to time. Backlog is modeled as a difference
between the arrival and departure functions 𝐴(t) and the
sending 𝐷(t) of the data stream served by it [15]:
b(t)=A(t)-D(t)

(3)

The buffer size, both the controller and the switch, is
characterized by the lag value. When analyzing the arrival
and service curves, the curve characterizing the change in
the lag value can be represented by the following
formalism:

t : b( ti )  ( ti )   ( ti ) : v( ( ti ),  ( ti )) .

(4)

In the case of the analysis of the arrival curve and the
service curve, the latency curve can be represented as
follows [4]:

t : d  sup{inf{t  0 :  ( ti )   ( ti )}} : h(  ( ti ),  ( ti )) .
0

(5)

The performance curve of the handler node for each
micro-flow i, depending on its priority, can be specified as
follows:

arriving at the handler node at the time point t .
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where i ,  j is the weight (priority) of each thread when
serviced by the handler node, PN ( t ) is the current value
of productivity (CPU) processor node, RN is total
processing speed.
Service curve of SDN-based network is modelling by
the following equation:

 (  )   k 1 k (  ),t  0 ,
n

(7)

where k (  ) is the service curve generated by each
individual incoming data stream, n is the number of
incoming streams. In accordance with (7) and (8), the
maintenance curve for the micro stream can be generated
by the following equation:

i (  )   (  )   k 1,k i  k (    k ),
n

  0,   k  0
where



n
 (
k 1,k i k

,

(8)

  k ) is the total load curve for

incoming micro-flows, with the exception of the flow i,
k is The lag time introduced when the node processes
the total flow k () .
The load curve leaving the processing node, which will
then be applied as an incoming load curve for further
processing nodes, can be represented as [4]:
 M
b  t
 Th , * (  )  b  r(| D(t )| t );

 pr
*
 ( )  
M
b  M
b
 t  T , * (  )  min{ R(| D(t )| t )  t ( p  R ) ,b  r(| D(t )| t ).
 pr h
pr


(9)

The upper value of the buffer length for certain
characteristics of the switch can be calculated as follows:

bi  

n
(b
k 1 k

 rk t )  ( R  

n
r
k 1,k i k

)t .

(11)

If the OpenFlow switch redirects the incoming request
from the consumer node to the controller, the value of the
service curve changes. In this case, the following formula
holds:

 (   )  [ c (   )   k 1* (  )]  ,
l

(12)

where   is time interval in view of receiving a response
from the controller, as a rule     , it is mean that
processing time of the OpenFlow request by the controller
is negligible, c (   ) is a service curve of controller,

 k 1* (  )
l

is load curve output from the handler node

(OpenFlow switch).
Let the thread pass through several node-handlers. The
total fragment of the network consists of N handler nodes.
Each handler is defined by an individual set of
characteristics that affect its performance. Suppose that as
a regulator of the data flow on each node-handler, the
Leaky Bucket controller is applied and the load curve
emerging from the handler node is characterized by the
equation (12), the service discipline - First in First Out
[19].
In the process of modeling, an aggregated flow
corresponding to a certain class of service is considered. In
accordance with [4, 7], the total service curve is given by
the next expression:

 (  )  1(  )  1(  )  ... N (  ) .

(13)

Assumptions used in modeling: a regulator of the Leaky
Buсket type is considered as a regulator [4, 17, 18].
OpenFlow switches use the First In First Out service
discipline [4, 18].

Thus, given a mathematical model based on a
calculation theory network, allows to calculate and
analyze the latency boundary values, the volume of the
input buffer for each service device.

III. MODELLING THE TIME CHARACTERISTICS
OF A SDN-BASED NETWORKS THAT AFFECT TO
THE QUALITY OF SERVICES

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

In accordance with the features of SDN OpenFlow, the
switch can transmit data without accessing the controller.
This situation is possible if there are coincidences between
the fields of the packet that came to the switch and the
fields of the redirection table (Flow Table). In this case,
the value of the service curve is calculated in accordance
with the formula (8), the value of the incoming load curve
- (1) and the outgoing load curve - (9).

 k 1 bk .
d  ( ti )  ( t )  ( rt  b ) 
n
R r
k l
l

(10)

As an example, the network fragment with NFV
technology support. Providing services with guaranteed
quality of service in this fragment is achieved by means of
load control using resource reservation mechanism
(RSVP).
Suppose the flow T-SPEC determined and transmitted
from the sender to the recipient through N nodes, where
nodes 1 and N - finite elements of the system, the nodes 2,
..., N-1 - intermediate elements.
In general, the resource reservation process can be
represented as follows: the connection initiator generates
and sends a PATH message. In the body of the PATH
message, data specifying the specification of the service
flow (service class and priority
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flow characteristics is viewed and analyzed by
intermediate nodes, on the basis of the analysis, the device
either generates a message about the impossibility of
transmission or reserves the required amount of resources
is shown on Figure 2.
To build a simulation model of a multi-service network
segment, the OMNeT ++ 5.0 modeling system was chosen
[20].

Fig. 2. Fragment of the experimental network
infrastructure In the process of developing a segment of a
multiservice network, the environment components for
modeling have been created:
-

Routing Block:
simple Router
{ parameters:
int
queueCapacity
default(25);
volatile
int
queuePar
default(0);

-

Traffic Generation Module:
void
Card::handleMessage(cMessage
*msg)
{
cPacket
*p
=
new
cPacket("Packet");
p->setByteLength(202);
p->setKind(4);
p->setTimestamp();
EV
<< "timeToSend"<<timeToSend<<"";
if(timeToSend > 0)
{
scheduleAt(simTime()+
(timeToSend*=0.99), msg);
}
else
{scheduleAt(simTime()+ 0.5, msg);
}
}
-

=
=

@display("q=Rqueue;i=abstract/router");
gates:
input in[];
output out[];}
-

}}
else
{EV << "queue empty -starting transmission. ";
startTransmitting(msg);
}}}

The processing queue of incoming packets with some
probability introduces an error in the discharge of the
packet:
void
Router::handleMessage(cMessage
*msg)
{
queuePar>setLongValue(queue.getLength());
if(msg == endTransmittionEvent)
{

A receiver module. The message receiver receives
packets and records the reception fact, the delivery
time, the number of intermediate nodes, the presence of
errors:
simple Reciever
{
parameters:

@display("i=block/wrx,yellow");
volatile
int
queuePar
=
default(150);
gates:
input in[];}
void Reciever::handleMessage(cMessage
*msg)
{
simtime_t eed = simTime() - msg>getCreationTime();
endToEndDelay.record(eed);
EV << "Recieved";
bubble("Recieved");
delete msg;}
-

Backbone network module. Variable properties of the
object: throughput, time of signal propagation,
probability of error in the discharge. The backbone
else if(msg->arrivedOn("in"))
{EV << "Packet arrived ";
network transfers packets between sources, routers and
if(transmittionActive
==
receivers, limits bandwidth, and also introduces error
true)
and delay:
{EV << "already
channel
EtherChannel
extends
transmitting -- to queue ";
DatarateChannel
if(queue.length()<queueCapacity)
{datarate = 1 Mbps;}
{
Package generation module:
queue.insert(msg);
cPacket
*p
=
new
}
cPacket("Packet");
else
p->setByteLength(202);
{
p->setKind(4);
delete msg;
p->setTimestamp();
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During the testing, a combination of all of the traffic
types listed above was used. Then the received traffic was
duplicated, reserving one for the implementation of the
QoS policy, and the other for continuing the normal QoS
policies. First, all pairs were started and the results were
measured. After that, a QoS policy on duplicated pairs was
introduced and appropriate QoS policies were configured
on the routers. The duration of the test was chosen to be 2
minutes.
The plot of the change in throughput during the test
without QoS is shown in Figure 3 a). Unidirectional
latency of data flow on startup without QoS is shown in
Figure 3 b).

commutator". The peculiarity of the proposed network is
feedback, which is determined by the functioning of the
OpenFlow protocol. Formulas for calculating such
indicators as node performance, characterized by a service
curve, latency and the amount of data stored in the buffer
are given.
On the basis of a private model of the network, a model
is proposed for calculating the latency and performance
boundary indicators "from end to end" when there are
several processing nodes. This model assumes the
existence of one aggregated data stream, but on the basis
of equations (10) - (12), its further development can be
proposed, which allows modeling the behavior of
processing nodes in the case of the formation of several
aggregated data streams. Thus, the proposed approach can
be used in the development and improvement of existing
multiservice software-defined networking.
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